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Oh my, I just love
these birds by EyeCandy.
They are the cutest, most
colorful feathered friends.
This will be a monthly club
starting in September. Stitch
the individual birds that can
be finished to hang or stand
and the super cute backdrop in the frame. Together
is makes for a really fun
display.
There are 6 shipments with
the first being the background. The last shipment will
include two birds! There will be an optional thread
kit that includes all the threads, beads and embellishments to stitch the collection. Look for a price for
that next month.
Give us a call to sign up at 410.296.0405.

Sorry I missed last
month’s newsletter. Too
much going on!
Brenda Hart was here
for a wonderful class
and will be back August
13th and 14th. Check
your calendars and do
try to join us. Registration closes
at the end of this month.
Meredith Willet is here this weekend. Her classes are always so
fun! We learn so much and have
such a good time. Everyone
leaves inspired.
I have an embellishment class in
July so that means lots of new
guides to be written. We have a
fun group of canvases for the
next class. Two lulu’s, a sharon
hendy-moman, a maggie and
more! Who knows, there may be
one that you just may need.
We are also working behind the
scenes on a brand new website.
The current one is not always reliable, giving you crazy quotes for
shipping and having a few other
personality issues. This one will
be new and pretty and fully functional. That means we can go
back to adding threads and
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StitcheS Volume 4!

canvases to the site more often. Big
plans.

Stitches Volume Four is available for purchase.Volume Four is 340 pages of stitches
lovingly diagrammed! New stitches! Diagonal Stitches, Straight Stitches, Laid Fillings,
Stitches !
New
Blackwork Patterns, Crossed and Tied
Stitches plus Decorative Stitches. There's
something for everyone in here. Some
stitches are even shown in reverse so you
can easily work both sides of an area in
mirror images! I've even included the Lotus Pattern background
from Bastet and the Leaves from Why Fit In.

There’s always something spinning in
my brain and a few too many things
on my to do list. I wouldn’t have it
any other way. I’ve even selected the
next round of Mysteries with a twist
and I really, really want to announce
them. It will all get done !
Until next time, happy Summer.

Compiled
By
Ruth Schmu
ff

xo

The book is available in two sizes. Both sizes have full-size diagrams for easy reading. There is the large book for those of you who have the 8.5 x 11 size of the
original books and the new smaller 5.5 x 8.5 travel size which is so popular.
The iphone/ipad app should also be available any day. I will let you know on the
blog as soon as it is officially available!

classes with visiting teachers
uPcominG classes
We hope you can join us for some of the upcoming fun at the Beehive. We still have
spaces left in a few of our classes, both beadwork and needlepoint.
Marjorie Garcia Barnes - Queen of Hearts bead embroidery class June 25
Fish Bracelet multi-media bead class June 26.

Brenda Hart Embellishment Class - August 13 &
14 - Pick your day or days and have fun with one of
the best teachers in the industry!
Please visit the website for all details.
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myStery claSSeS
run, bunny, run
how do theSe
myStery claSSeS work?
What exactly is a mystery class? A
mystery class is just like a mystery in
a book; it unfolds in chapters. With
each chapter more of the mystery
(how are we going to stitch this canvas) is revealed?
We meet pretty much every other
Sunday afternoon (unless the classroom is booked with another
teacher) and review the twists, turns
and fun of the current lesson. Class
is from 1 to 3 pm. Can’t join us in
person? No problem, we will ship to
you. The instructions have full color
photos of the canvas stitched to date
along with complete instructions and
diagrams.

A new mystery is on the bars! Run, bunny, run by zecca is sure to be filled
with surprises, twists and turns.
The first surprise is that the background is completely sequined!! Betcha
didn’t see that coming.! It’s very sparkly but at the same time soft and inviting.

I also post lots of pictures on my blog
NotYourGrandmother’sNeedlepoint.com
the Sunday evening
after class.

The grass is a fun new variation of a Grounding Stitch
worked in one of my favorite threads, Petite Silk
Lamé Braid. Lesson two is mid month, wonder what
I will stitch next?

want to join
the Party?
It’s not too late. Give us a call and we’ll
send you lesson one. After that, you
will be in the queue receiving your kits with the
rest of the class.

can i order
a myStery claSS
that iS comPlete?

Certainly, we are happy to kit any of our past Mysteries or Mysteries with a Twist.
Canvas, complete stitch guide with all the threads, beads, crystals and gizmos can be
packed and shipped to your home or office anytime you want.
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lookinG For SomethinG with a Slower Pace?
try a myStery with a twiSt claSS
We also offer Mystery With a Twist projects. These work just like the regular Mystery Classes except you don’t really
know when the next lesson is coming. I fit these in between the regular mysteries. The lessons are about 3 months
apart. You have time to stitch the lesson, but still work on your other projects. There are no in-person lessons. Everyone is an outpatient for this class.
With each lesson you receive the next part of the stitch guide ($15 fee) plus the necessary threads, beads etc. All the
other fun details of our mystery classes will remain the same. We will post close up pictures to the blog so the only real
change is the time frame.

myStery with a twiSt
why ﬁt in by zecca
How could I resist this canvas? It just had to be a mystery! So many opportunities for stitches and beads! The first three lessons have shipped.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas, $305 plus $15 per lesson
and the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. Canvas
design area is 14 x 18 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 18 x 22
stretcher bars. The lessons will ship at approximately 3-4 month intervals. Lesson 4 has shipped!!!

row oF ladieS ii
by lee
I loved stitching the first Row of Ladies by Lee and they turned out
soooo cute! I petitioned Lee to design a companion exclusively
for us. I think it is even cuter!
There are three Mysteries with a Twist in the rotation! Row of
Ladies II - Lessons one through three have shipped but it’s not
too late to join us.
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $118 plus $15 per lesson and the price of the threads, beads,
crystals etc for that lesson. For those of you who stitched Row of Ladies I with me there will be a discount! Canvas
design area is 10 x 16 handpainted on 18ct. You will need 14 x 20 stretcher bars.
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Frequent ﬂyer ProGram
yay! it’S Free!
We have rolled out the Bedecked and Beadazzled Frequent Flyer Program to much positive feedback. How it
works is really simple. We continue to do what we do best, creating exciting projects, filling orders and shipping them your
way. We continue to use the shipper that is the most reliable, UPS. You pay the shipping
costs on 6 UPS orders and the 7th is on us!!! Easy Peasy!

holiday myStery with a twiSt
chriStmaS VillaGe by meliSSa Shirley
the count

It was suggested that many of you would like to take a Holiday Mystery Class
but just don’t have the time at the end of the year. Why not start a Holiday
Mystery With a Twist Class?
The cost for the class is the cost of the canvas $305 plus $15 per lesson and
the price of the threads, beads, crystals etc for that lesson. As a special holiday
gift we will give 20% off on this canvas making it $244.00. Canvas design area is
20 x 8.5 handpainted on 18ct mono. You will need 26 x 14 stretcher bars. The
sixth lesson has shipped, with 1 more lesson to follow. It’s not too late to join
us.

let’S Get Social
All of this social media stuff is a full-time job! I blog at www. notyourgrandmothersneedlepoint.com several times a week. I post on instagram when I can, or
when I remember to. Both the blog and instagram should automatically post to
facebook!! Woohoo! One place to look. I had to change the facebook page. It is
now ruth schmuff/bedecked and beadazzled.

www.bedeckedandbeadazzled.com

No, I haven’t forgotten our little
friend, The Count. He is still in
my rotation and I do have bigfun plans for him. Next up in my
queue is the Row of Ladies and
then the Count. I’ve stopped
giving estimates of when I think
lessons will post. Please, know
I haven’t forgotten. I’m hoping it
will be soon. Baby steps.
I have a plan for how I want to
finish the Count. It’s different.
It’s magical. It’s fun.
If you are tired of waiting, I do
have an option. I will send you
instructions and threads for the
borders on the bat without me
stitching it. NOTE: This is not
what I plan on doing with mine.
I have a wonderful (at least I
think it is wonderful) crazy idea
for mine so if you bear with me
this too shall come.
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monthly clubS!
club ruleS
the elVeS

1.You can sign up for a club at
anytime.Your first shipment will
go out on the 10th of the month
following your sign up.

Teresa Layman designed these
darling elves in Cross Stitch
and we interpreted them into
needlepoint. You can stitch
them individually as elf ornament/standups or as a super
cute banner. Or stitch both if
like me you couldn’t decide.

2. We will take a deposit equal to
the cost of the canvas/guide in
your first shipment. This deposit
will be applied to your final shipment of the club.

The individual elves will be
sent one canvas/guide a
month. The banner will be sent out with the first stitch guide and then the
remaining sections of the guide will be sent monthly. There is a complete
thread kit available for either option.

3. There is a complete
thread/bead/crystal/embellishment
kit available for the club at an additional charge. It includes all
threads/beads etc to stitch the
entire series. It is sent with the
first club shipment if desired. A
50% deposit will be taken at sign
up for those desiring the thread
kit.

other clubS to conSider
Shown at right are Rebecca Wood’s Canine
Capers and Feline Follies, the Towne Square,
Kelly Clark’s Bee Skeps
and our Santa club. So
many fun choices. All
clubs are complete
with stitch guides and
optional thread kits!





4. Now, for the cool part. There
are freebies - gifts for joining the
club! Each
club has it's own gifts.























 


  


Call the shop at
410.296.0405 or visit
www.BedeckedandBeadazzled. com.
Click on clubs to see all the clubs
and to sign up!
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